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ABSTRACT

The independence of Kosovo from Serbia on February 17th 2008 resulted in various reactions and divisions in the international community. While Serbia refuses to recognize Kosovo's sovereignty, arguing that Kosovo’s secession and consequently the recognition of that secession was in violation of international law, some other states including the US, the UK and most of the EU's member states recognized Kosovo's independence. It's a source of concern for the international community that the example of Kosovo might set as a legal precedent for the other separatist disputes in various parts of the world.

The legality of secession is a difficult question under international law as two legal principles are interrelated: the right of states to maintain their territorial integrity and the right of peoples to self-determination. Determining the legality of Kosovo's unilateral deceleration is before the International Court of Justice at the moment. Any determination by the World Court will require careful consideration of the above two mentioned principles. This forthcoming advisory opinion will be added to the case law of the Court and will undoubtedly be one of its significant case law if it clarified the rules regarding secessions. However, one should not expect that the court's final determination on Kosovo's status will be likely to affect the matter of states' recognition.

This article tackles the legal issues of Kosovo’s declaration of independence and consequently states' recognition of such independence. Moreover, the article sheds some light on the General Assembly's request for an advisory opinion regarding the legality of unilateral declaration of independence which is still pending before the International Court of Justice.
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Introduction

The province of Kosovo is located within the Serb Republic which was leading the Yugoslav federation. Some rights were granted to this province such as an autonomous government, a Supreme Court, a separate territorial defense army and the right to grant citizenship and to issue passports. The Socialist Yugoslav federation included, in addition to Serbia and Montenegro, four other republics which are: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, and Slovenia. Kosovo counts because it is in the middle of Europe.

Kosovo's population comprises about two million people more than 90% of them are Muslim Albanians who have suffered from persecution of Serbs, particularly after the disintegration of the Yugoslav Federation. On 14 December 1995 the full formal Dayton Peace agreement was signed. The Dayton agreement involved Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Republic of Croatia. The summary of the Dayton agreement included the following points:

- Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Republic of Croatia all agreed to fully respect the sovereign equality of one another and to settle disputes by peaceful means.
- The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Republic of Croatia all agreed to fully respect the sovereign equality of one another and to settle disputes by peaceful means.
- The parties agree to cooperate fully with all entities, including those authorized by the United Nations Security Council, in implementing the peace settlement.
and in investigating and prosecuting war crimes and other violations of International Humanitarian Law.\footnote{4}

However, despite signing of the Dayton Peace agreement, Kosovo rebels who have fought the repressive Serbian policy continued to do so. In 1998 the situation in Kosovo province continued to deteriorate due to the aggressive operations of the Serbian Army and Serbian Paramilitaries which created large number of refugees and displaced people.\footnote{5} The NATO, being already disturbed by the huge flood of refugees in the destabilized Balkan region, started issuing warnings to Serbia to end its aggressive military actions.\footnote{6} As Serbia refused to call off its forces and also refused to negotiate with the U.N and NATO, NATO Secretary General Solana issued an order to NATO air forces to attack Serbian forces in Kosovo.\footnote{7} NATO believed that air force attacks against Serbian forces in Yugoslavia and Kosovo were urgently needed to resolve a "humanitarian emergency" and that NATO could not stand by doing nothing.\footnote{8}

Without any justifications, the U.S decided to participate side by side with 18 members of the NATO in the process of an air bombardment of all parts of Yugoslavia which resulted in the expulsion of the Serbian authorities from Kosovo province and placing Kosovo province under the United Nations Interim Administration Mission (UNMIK) and under the military protection of NATO forces.\footnote{9} The UNMIK was appointed by means of the U.N Security Council's resolution number 1244, adopted on 10 June 1999, which provides in paragraph 10 that the Security Council,

"Authorizes the Secretary-General, with the assistance of relevant international organizations, to establish an international civil presence in Kosovo in order to provide an interim administration for Kosovo under which the people of Kosovo can enjoy substantial autonomy within the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and which will provide transitional administration while establishing and overseeing the development of provisional democratic self-governing institutions to ensure conditions for a peaceful and normal life for all inhabitants of Kosovo."\footnote{10}

The issuance of the Security Council resolution 1244 confirmed respect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Serb Republic.\footnote{11} In view of the growing demand for independence in the province the United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan appointed Martti Ahtisaari, the former president of Finland, as his Special Envoy for the Future Status Process for Kosovo and that appointment was approved by the Security Council on 10 November 2005. The task assigned to Ahtisaari was to lead the political process to determine the future status of Kosovo's province in the context of resolution 1244.\footnote{12} In a report released on 26 March 2007 Mr Ahtisaari stated that:

"I have come to the conclusion that the only viable option for Kosovo is independence, supervised for an initial period by the international community."

Moreover, Ahtisaari believed that Kosovo's independence is the only option for political and economic stability.\footnote{13} Therefore, Ahtisaari concluded his mission with proposing the independence of Kosovo province and the impossibility of the continuation of the province in the framework of the Serbs Republic due to the increasing hostility between the two sides.\footnote{14} The Serbs have totally rejected the proposed independence during the negotiations, which were sponsored by the European Union between Kosovo and the Serbs who offered wider degree of "self-government".\footnote{15}

However, the United States and most of the European countries supported the idea of independence under international supervision, "supervised independence". Kosovo independence declaration was subjected to an intense discussion within the European Union at the foreign ministries' level of member states.\footnote{16} The European Union presidency declared that member states have full freedom to decide on the issue of Kosovo's independence and that member states have the freedom to recognize Kosovo's independence or not recognize it.\footnote{17}

**States' Reaction to Kosovo's Independence**

The Provisional Institutions of Self-Government Assembly of Kosovo declared Kosovo's independence on 17 February 2008 which led to a storm of protest from the Serbs, Russia and China and a number of other European countries, notably Spain and Romania.\footnote{18}

The independence of Kosovo raised a number of legal and political issues, including those related to the contemporary rules of international relations and international law, and to what extent they were overridden or violated. The rules of international relations and international law confirm that the state is the basic unit in each of the relations and law, and remain so in accordance with the Morgenthau theory on force and conflict.\footnote{19}

The Majority of the European Union member states recognized Kosovo's independence. European Union members who did not recognize Kosovo's independence
are: Spain, Slovakia, Romania, Cyprus, and Greece. In relation to Serbia, the Prime Minister of Serbia, Vojislav Kostunica blamed the United State for violating the international order for its own military interests, Vojislav Kostunica stated: "Serbia will never recognize the independence of Kosovo, but will go through this peacefully, with dignity", he also stated: "As long as the Serb people exist, Kosovo will be Serbia." When it comes to taking note of it. This means that the decision to recognize Kosovo's independence is left for each state and that this matter will not cause a problem except when the organization receives an application requesting membership to it. It is worth noting that Senegal, Turkey and Gabon preceded the summit and recognized Kosovo’s independence. However, what is striking in this regard is that the Secretary-General of the Organization had initiated, before the summit convened, to personally recognize the new state, exceeding the scope of his powers, which could embarrass the member states. This strange position may be explained that the Secretary General is in line with his country’s official position, as may be also interpreted as a desire to promote the recognition of a new Islamic State which may become a member of the Organization in the future.

The Principle of Self Determination

Article 1, paragraph 2 of the Charter of the United Nations states the purposes of the United Nations as follows:

1. To maintain international peace and security…;
2. To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, and to take other appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace;
3. To achieve international co-operation in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character,…; and
4. To be a centre for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment of these common ends."

Moreover, when confirming the principle of people's right to self determination, the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (CCPR), General Comments No: 12, 13/03/1984, states:

"By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development". The article imposes on all States parties corresponding obligations. This right and the corresponding obligations concerning its implementation are interrelated with other provisions of the Covenant and rules of international law.

The basic and universal idea of self determination is that a people’s fate should be determined by the free expression of their own will. The International Court of Justice touched upon the principle of self-determination in several cases concerning the situation in South West Africa (now Namibia), the 1975 Advisory Opinion on the situation in the Western Sahara case, the East Timor case in 1995, and finally the Court reaffirmed the universal character of the right to self-determination in the Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory case, by pronouncing that the construction of the wall in “Occupied Palestinian Territory” amounted to a forceful annexation in violation
of the right to self-determination of those who lived there. The Court asserted that the use of force to partition territory was contrary to self-determination. The right of self-determination remains controversial due to two factors: firstly, it is not always easy to identify who possesses the right; and secondly, it is also not easy to identify what the implementation of the right entails. However, the international community supported the right of people to self-determination under occupation and under colonial domination. It is important to note that there has been always a confusion in the history of international relations between the rights of peoples and the rights of minorities which were raised for political motives.

The Principle of Uti Prossidetis

The principle of 'uti possidetis' has been recognized by the International Court of Justice as a general principle of international law. This principle holds that the existing frontiers of states remain valid unless changed by agreement between relevant parties.

This principle, which Originated in Roman law, enables a belligerent party to claim territory that it has acquired by war. It also implies that territory remains with its possessor at the end of a conflict, unless provided for by treaty. The concept of territorial integrity is a result of the applications of the principle of the sanctity of the border, which emerged in Latin Americas in the 1830s and then became a universal principle after the events of Bosnia and was confirmed by the International Court of Justice as mentioned previously.

It is important to note that there are some important political consequences of the international recognition of Kosovo's independence, as it might prompt many people in similar or close circumstances to take advantage of this precedent, which could lead to endless wars or armed conflicts. There are at least 30 similar cases which actually demand independence.

The first case in this regard is the Palestinian case. Palestinians were divided on the possibility of utilizing the Kosovo's model. But following careful examination the idea was dismissed in order to avoid Israel's arousal. However, one could argue that it is possible to benefit from Kosovo’s case not in a single Palestinian announcement for the independence but in a United Nations administration for Palestine as a prelude for a declaration of independence.

It cannot be denied that the above proposal regarding Palestine contradicts the Zionist project, which does not permit the emergence of Palestinian state. The main difference between Kosovo and Palestine is that Kosovo follow sovereign of another state, while Israel in the general understanding is a mere occupying state.

The second case is the case of Turkish Muslims in the northern Cyprus: The Turkish side in Cyprus has already declared independence unilaterally without agreement of the Greek side in the island. The Security Council immediately issued a Resolution annulling that independence and prohibiting the recognition of the independence Declaration. In its resolution 541 (1983) the Security Council stated:

"Having heard the statement of the Foreign Minister of the Government of the Republic of Cyprus, ..., Considering that this declaration is incompatible with the 1960 Treaty concerning the establishment of the Republic of Cyprus and the 1960 Treaty of Guarantee, ...therefore, that the attempt to create a "Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus" is invalid, and will contribute to a worsening of the situation in Cyprus,..."

It is worth noting that, at the European Union and Washington levels, Greece enjoys a much more favorite and significant position than Turkey. For that reason, the island unity and the search for combatable solutions for the coexistence of the two races is consistent with the general international line. Turkey rushed to declare its recognition of Kosovo's independence as a preliminary step towards renewing the request for the Turkish Cypriots independence. Turkey thought that the resemblance of the two cases will assist in obtaining the independence for North Cyprus this time. However, Turkey turned a blind eye on the impact of its recognition of Kosovo on its own population of Kurds and on Iraqi Kurds which Washington declined to support to achieve an independent state. The United States did not support the Kurdish demands related to an independent Kurdish state.

The third case is the Western Sahara, namely, the situation, which pits Morocco - who insists that the desert is part of its territory, but it's also ready to grant self-government for the Sahara residents- with the Frente Polisario (Polisario Front) which is recognized as a state by a large number of countries and it enjoys the membership of the African Union. In relation to Polisario Front: the name originates from the phrase "Frente Polisario" which is a Spanish abbreviation that means: Popular Front for the Liberation of Saguia El-Hamra and
Rio de Oro. Polisario front is a sahrawi rebel movement working for the independence of Western Sahara from Morocco.34

The Polisario Front was formally constituted on 10 May 1973 with the express intention of militarily forcing an end to Spanish colonization of Saguia El-Hamra and Rio de Oro (Western Sahara). After the Spanish withdrawal, Morocco and Mauritania took control of Western Sahara based on the application of Madrid Accords between Spain and Morocco and Mauritania in 1976.35 On 26 February 1976, Polisario Front proclaimed the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic and started a war against Morocco and Mauritania.36

The support of Algeria to Polisario has been and remains the cause of a permanent split with Morocco. The source of the problem is the 1975 Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice, which was translated by the United Nations General Assembly as the legal basis of the right to self-determination of the Sahara people.37

There are dozens of similar cases in a number of countries, such as Iraq's Kurds, Turkey’s Kurds, and Nagorno-Karabakh, and the dissident territories in the Caucasus in the Russian Federation, and in Spain, Bulgaria, Romania and minorities in Greece, and Kosovo Serbs and the Bosnian Serbs. In Asia, a reference can be made to Muslims in the Philippines, and Muslims in China, Thailand, and Indian Kashmir, who call for independence or separation from India since the division of the Indian subcontinent. This wave can extend to the Arab world to tear apart existing states on the basis of political, religious or ethnic grounds, such as Darfur, the division of Iraq and the separation of the barbers.

Kosovo and the Membership in the United Nations

Despite the fact that the United Nations took over the civil administration in Kosovo, and that the proposal38 of the independence of Kosovo was issued by the United Nations envoy to the province of Kosovo. However, the Security Council failed in adopting the proposal because of the Russian and Chinese objections. This objection makes it impossible for Kosovo to be accepted as a member state in the United Nations.

The Council's precedent in this regard is Eastern Timor, which gained independence despite the Indonesian's objection, but the Eastern Timor province was not considered as an Indonesian province from the international community perspective but as a province which was under the Portuguese colonialism. None of the Security Council's permanent members object to the province joining the United Nations. It is known that the membership of the United Nations requires the affirmative recommendation of the Security Council and subsequently approved by the General Assembly.

In light of the Chinese and Russian's positions in supporting the principle of non-extracting regions of the state against their own will, it might be difficult for Kosovo to be accepted as a member state of the United Nations.

It is worth noting that the previous official position of the Security Council in these kinds of cases was to nullify the declaration of independence and invite states not to recognize such a declaration, whether when a state declares its independence or when a province is annexed to another. That had occurred when the Security Council invalidated Ian Smith one sided declaration in southern Rhodesia (currently Zimbabwe) and without the African participation or the British approval, which were assuming the colonial authority of the province.

Furthermore, the Security Council annulled the declaration of independence by the Turkish Cypriots, as not to let the island to be torn apart. This model is the closest to Kosovo to a large extent. Finally, the Security Council nullified Israel declaration to annex the Golan and Jerusalem in the successive years 1980 and 1981 because the territory should not be annexed by the occupying power. The United nations Security Council issued a resolution number 497 of 1981 through which the Security Council expressed its condemnation that the Golan annexation by Israel and also considered that Israel's decision of 14 December 1981 to impose its laws, jurisdiction and administration in the occupied Golan constitutes an aggressive action.39 Moreover, the Security Council declared that annexation of Golan is null and void and that all actions taken by Israel to validate its decision of annexing occupied Golan are null and not to be recognized.40

The ICJ and the Legality of Kosovo's Independence

The International Court of Justice (ICJ) was established as the principal judicial organ of the United Nations (UN).41 As the UN's judicial organ the Court is therefore part of the UN body. In addition to its function of settling disputes in accordance with international law between States in its contentious jurisdiction, the Court may also give non-binding advisory opinions on legal
questions submitted to it by certain bodies. Thus, Article 65 of the Court's Statute provides that “the Court may give an advisory opinion on any legal question at the request of whatever body may be authorized by or in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations to make such a request.” Article 96 of the Charter notes that in addition to the General Assembly and Security Council, other organs of the UN and specialized agencies where so authorized by the Assembly may also request such opinions on legal questions arising within the scope of their activities.

Since its inception in 1945, the ICJ has handed down a total of 79 Judgments, and 25 advisory opinions. The Court has given advisory opinions, concerning *inter alia* the conditions of admission of a State to membership in the United Nations, reparation for injuries suffered in the service of the United Nations, the international status of South West Africa (Namibia), certain expenses of the United Nations, certain judgments rendered by the United Nations administrative tribunal, Western Sahara, the applicability of the obligation to arbitrate under Section 21 of the United Nations Headquarters Agreement, questions relating to the privileges and immunities of human rights reporters, the legality of the threat or use of nuclear weapons and the legal consequences of the construction of a wall in the occupied Palestinian territory.

Although an advisory opinion cannot create legal obligations, it nevertheless may be more influential than judgments in contentious cases because they affect the general interpretation of International Law for all States rather than just for the parties to an individual opinion.

The most recent request for an advisory opinion was submitted by the General Assembly in its resolution A/RES/63/3 in which it asks the ICJ to "render an advisory opinion on the following question: Is the unilateral declaration of independence by the Provisional Institutions of Self-Government of Kosovo in accordance with international law?"

It is important to note that this case is the first one regarding an act of secession to be brought before the ICJ. An advisory opinion of the world Court would be of a great significance in determining whether Kosovo's unilateral declaration of independence is in accordance with international law. An advisory opinion from the world Court would be an authoritative interpretation of law and will be added to the case law of the Court and will undoubtedly be one of the ICJ's significant case law with implications despite the political and legal criticism surrounding it.

The legality of secession is a difficult question under international law as two legal principles are interrelated: firstly, the right of states to maintain their territorial integrity in accordance with the UN's Charter. Article 2 (4) prohibits the threat or use of force against the "territorial integrity or political independence" of states and secondly, the right of peoples to self-determination which is also recognized in the Charter. Article 1 (2) of the Charter states that one of the purposes of the United Nations is "to develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples . . . ."

While the states opponents of the unilateral declaration of independence centre their legal argument on the protection for the territorial integrity of FRY which was reaffirmed in the Security Council Resolution 1244, states proponents centre their argument on the protection of minorities which was violated by the former Milošević regime and the right to self determination.

The Court must first consider whether it has the jurisdiction to give a reply to the request of the General Assembly. The question before the Court is a legal one, because the Court is being asked to rule on the compatibility of Kosovo's unilateral declaration in light of the relevant principles and rules of international law. Some states would contest that the Court is not competent to answer the question due to the political implications of the case. In this regard, the Court on *the Legality of the Threat or use of Nuclear Weapons* case, stated that the fact that the question has political aspects is the case with so many questions which arise in international affairs, and therefore, it does not suffice to deprive the Court of a competence expressly conferred on it by its Statute.

It is important to note that the organ requesting the opinion has to be also "authorized by or in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations to make such a request". The Charter provides in Article 96, paragraph 1, that: "The General Assembly or the Security Council may request the International Court of Justice to give an advisory opinion on any legal question." The most crucial question before the Court is whether rules of legal rights to secession deriving from the right to self-determination exist. The question whether the international law framework established for the decolonization should be extended to cases such as Kosovo is also still unclear.

Depending on the fact that there is an absence of clear
rules in international law regarding permitting or prohibiting secession one should not expect that the Court will declare the Kosovo's independence illegal.

CONCLUSION
Kosovo's declaration of independence is a source of concern for the international community in terms of the possibility of using this case as a precedent to encourage secession. Serbia argues that the Security Council resolution 1244 constitutes an affirmation of Serbia's territorial integrity with regard to Kosovo, and hence this declaration of independence violates international law. On the other hand Kosovo and some other states argue that Kosovo's independence is a special case and has no presidential value.

In light of the ambiguity in the area of secession, one could argue, that the task of the International Court of Justice is a difficult one. Recognizing the legality of Kosovo's declaration might bring uncertain situation in Balkan and could encourage other separatist conflicts in the world. On the other hand, recognizing the illegality of independence might also not affect states' recognition of Kosovo. It is important to note that this case of secession is the first case before the ICJ and therefore, the international community is expecting a legal clarification from the principal judicial organ of the United Nations. The Court should determine whether Kosovo's unilateral declaration of independence is in accordance with international law or not.

In summary, the question remains whether the principle of the survival of a state and maintaining its territorial integrity is more well-established than other principles that may intersect with this principle, including the principle of intervention for humanitarian considerations, or even the principle of self-determination. The Court when answering these questions should be mindful to the needs and expectations of the international community and to its role as a principal organ of the UN.
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